Ant Hill Drive-In

Admission Price:
General Admission – $7 per person.
Child Admission – $4 per child. (Children 5 to 11 years old)
Children 4 and under are Free!
Car price $25 (single car)

Concessions:
A concessions table will be available at the location. Items and prices will be posted at said table.

Reminder, if your actions impede our effort to serve our good patrons quickly, we will exercise our right to refuse admission. Many Thanks!

Patrons agree by entering this theatre (by reading and understanding the sign at the Box Office) to OBEY OUR HOUSE RULES. Violation of any rule WILL RESULT in expulsion without refund.

SHOW TIME / BOX OFFICE TIMES

- Movies will play as scheduled rain or shine. We will run the show no matter what except in thunderstorms deemed too dangerous a hazard by the Willcox Police Dept or a power outage. Some people don’t mind “watching” the movie with the wipers going. We ask that you hang in there until you see what the weather is going to do.
- We will make every effort to get everyone in before the start of the actual feature.
- Box office will open 1 1/2 hours on Saturday and Sunday night. Please make sure you check the postings and events for the exact times. We ask that everyone arrive at least this amount of time as it does take some time to get through the line on a busy night. Please do not expect to arrive just before show time on Sat & Sun and get right in as it will not happen, we are very busy most weekends.
• Have your currency ready, do not arrive at the box office and hold up the line by fishing your wallet out of your pocket or purse. If you are on your cell phone while trying to purchase a ticket, you will be shown the exit.

ADMISSIONS

• Management has the right to refuse service/admission to anyone at any time for any reason as they see fit.
• Adults ages (12+) are admitted for $7.00 each on Saturday and Sunday nights on all nights.
• Children ages (5-11) are admitted for $4.00 each. Children ages (4 & under) are admitted FREE. We do accept major credit cards (Visa, Master Card, Discover, etc.) and of course cash.
• Please hold onto all tickets you are given at the gate. You will need these in case you are approached by security. These tickets are your pass into the theater, do not lose them. If for any reason you leave the theater, you MUST pay to re-enter if you cannot provide the attendant at the gate with your tickets.
• If you are caught sneaking in, this is considered theft. You have several options. 1) Pay for a ticket 2) Leave. 3) Be arrested for theft by Willcox Police Department, and be charged for Criminal Trespass on the property. This action is theft from not only the Theater, but also the distributors, the studios, the actors/actress and crews of the films. It costs Millions to make the movies and the studios expect us as the exhibitor to collect as much as possible in revenue.
• We Card! If an “R” rated movie is anywhere in our line-up no one under 17 is admitted without an accompanying parent or legal adult guardian.

REFUNDS / RAIN CHECKS

• NO REFUNDS are given once you are 30 mins or more into the show.
• Refunds are given at the manager’s discretion.
• If a severe thunder storm or heavy rain occurs, making it impossible for you to stay and enjoy the movie, we will give you a rain check if you haven’t been able to see at least 30 mins of the movie. Be sure to hold onto your tickets. We can’t offer you a rain check if you don’t have your tickets.
• If a power outage or such act of nature, or technical difficulty beyond our control occurs, we will offer passes, and or rain checks at which it is your choice which you prefer to accept. The passes will be good until the date the manager chooses usually not less than 30 days.

PARKING

• We do not allow anyone to sit on top of their vehicle for any reason. This is a big safety concern. NO EXCEPTIONS!
• PLEASE pay particular attention to the information you receive at the gate that pertains to our PARKING POLICY.
• When you park your vehicle please make sure that you are parked next to the left white line and that you are not hanging out into the aisle way. This way you will avoid getting hit by cars coming in and out.
• Raised hatchbacks or lift backs must not be raised any higher than the roof of the vehicle so as not to block the viewing angle of the vehicle behind you.
• PLEASE NOTE: Our parking policy is in effect on Saturday and Sunday night. It is in place to ensure that everyone will be able to see the show. We CANNOT make exceptions to our parking policy, even if you are with someone in a different sized vehicle than your own. Please come early, if you arrive late please do not expect to get a good spot. We thank you in advance.
• Each vehicle is entitled to one parking space. If you sit outside your vehicle, please do not occupy another parking space, this includes your chairs and blankets.

ON THE GROUNDS

• The SPEED LIMIT on the lot is 5 MPH AT ALL TIMES!!! PLEASE watch for children…
• After dark, please use parking lights only so your headlights don’t disturb people watching the movies. You may want to consult your car operating manual about how to do this.
• Drivers are responsible for making sure that all passengers are inside the vehicle and that no other patrons are in the way before moving their vehicle or leaving the theater.
• We require that **footwear be worn everywhere on the grounds**. Do NOT carry shoe-less children.
• There is NO RUNNING or HORSE PLAY on the grounds (This includes parking lots, restrooms, snack bar, etc.) *This is for your safety and the safety of others.*
• Obscene language or profanity WILL NOT BE TOLERATED.
• NEVER Approach the Box Office on foot. Go to a Manager or our Field Crew. See us before calling a tow truck or assistance.
• Don’t worry if your battery happens to die we have lot staff that will be willing to give you a jump for FREE. Just come to the snack bar and ask for help.
• AGAIN, the SPEED LIMIT is 5 Miles Per Hour!

SPEAKER & RADIO SOUND

• Radio sound is available everywhere.
• You can tune through your car radio (91.1) to listen to the movie sound.
• We ask that you keep your stereo level to a reasonable level. You must have a radio to hear the movie. Check your owner’s manual, so you can play your vehicle’s radio without draining its battery.
• You may not run your vehicle’s engine to play your radio. Consider bringing a portable battery powered radio.

WATCHING THE SHOW

Car engines MUST be turned off as other guests may be sitting outside their vehicles trying to hear the movie, and we don’t want to interrupt anyone. **CARBON MONOXIDE** is POISON. Do NOT leave your car engine running.

• If you must talk please do not carry on a loud conversation(s) or cause a disturbance. We suggest that you turn the ringer on your phone down, and if you must use it please talk quietly or walk away as to not bother your neighbors.
• Smoking is permitted, but only if your smoke is not disturbing others. If cars are parked next to you, please refrain from smoking. If you must smoke please walk over to an area where you there is nobody within 10 feet of you, or put your windows up.
• You would think that car horns and a drive-in theater go together, but we are actually more into and on top of the movies than you are, making sure they are running correctly and on time. The horns are just a pain and do nothing but irritate the audience and staff while trying to work on complex equipment when there is a problem. Please be patient and don’t honk.
• We state that once the movie starts any parties or gatherings you may be having, ends, as not to distract our other guests or cause disturbances.

IMAGE CAPTURING
You MAY NOT PHOTOGRAPH or VIDEOTAPE, or RECORD in ANY way on the premises. Please do not attempt to skirt this rule, the media WILL BE CONFISCATED, and you will leave without a refund. Once more for clarity: If we see any sort of camera, video recorder, or cell phone with the capabilities of taking pictures being used to capture a picture OF ANYTHING, you and the party with you, will leave immediately without a refund. NONE of these DEVICES may be used AT this theatre FOR ANY REASON.

CONCESSION STAND
• NO PETS ALLOWED at any time in the snack bar, unless they are a certified service animal.
• No RUNNING, or HORSEPLAY in the snack bar at any time, you will be asked to leave the snack bar area if you cannot abide.
• We also ask that you take your trash back home with you, or at least ask for a free trash bag from the box office or the snack bar and bag it up to make it easier on the janitorial staff to clean.
**PROHIBITED**

- Laser pointers are not permitted inside the theater at any time, if you are caught with one, it will be confiscated or everyone in your party will be asked to leave the theater. YOUR CHOICE!
- Do not throw objects of any kind at the screen, buildings, cars, people, or at anything else for that matter.
- Climbing on the screen towers is strictly prohibited and off limits. Parents please keep an eye on your children so they do not try.
- Waving in front of the projection path is prohibited and off limits. The equipment and glass is delicate and could break if something or someone goes through the glass porthole. Parents please keep an eye on your children so they do not try.

**PERSONAL PROPERTY/PERSONAL INJURY & LOSS**

- We are NOT RESPONSIBLE for ANY, ALL, PART OF, WHATSOEVER, ON OUR LOTS.
- We are NOT RESPONSIBLE for Motor Vehicle accidents.
- We are NOT RESPONSIBLE for damage to vehicles or personal property.
- We are NOT RESPONSIBLE for lost or stolen items including, money & personal property.
- We are NOT RESPONSIBLE for Medical injuries & accidents.